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you for the exposure you gave to us governments. Hopefully, they are method was resorted to. What
in your paper.
incorrect. That 1s a simplified remained was an accurate report;
Unfortunately, the majority of the explanation, to be sure.
what was omitted made it one-sided.
printed media, not having the
But, again, we wish you to know This did not become apparent to me
Federal Communications how much we value your support, until too late to correct it.
Commission control factor behind it, and hope that we cm1 count on it in
The ·instructional materials
tends to think in terms of who says the future. The battle was lost; life described in the article are only a
something, and not in terms of what continues, and therefore, the war is part of the total resources available
is said. This may be one of the not ended.
to the teachers, who _were
tragedies that causes private owners
Dr. John A. Salazar encouraged to tailor the lessons to
to decide what news the public
Gary Cook Mahan the needs of their classes and
should or should not receive.
Smith Replies
carefully avoid materials with a
It seems obvious to us now in
sensational or emotional content.
To the Editor:
False
Impression
hindsight,
that
something
new,
The
attitudes expressed by the
This was my reply to the memo
different
and
daring
in
politics
as
To the Editor:
teachers in the workshop encourages
from Prof. Harry Stumpf which
cannot
be
well
as
society
as
a
whole,
Let
me
correct
as
best
I
can
the
to believe most of them will try
me
appeared in The Lobo of Nov. 9:
accepted
by
the
public.
We
feel
that
false impression created by my to be objective and factual in their
As you know, the 10:30 a.m. hour
teaching.
ori Monday, Wednesday and Friday the figures we garnered in the general article on drug education.
election
do
not
reflect
the
validity
of
Through the courtesy of Doug
The
original
article
was
about
is the absolute peak of the parking
load. If there were very many our ideas so much as they reflect the three tlmes as long and presented Carmichael, drug education specialist
available spaces for faculty and staff - unwillingness on the part of the both strengths and weaknesses of the for Albuqerque Public Schools, I
at that hour it would be surprising, voter to accept something new. By drug education workshop. Because I enrolled in the workshop as a full
for it would mean that we had 1974, if we do our job correctly, did not advise the campus editor of participant. I would be abusing that
these ideas will no longer carry the its length in advance, I was faced courtesy if I let the distorted picture
reserved more space than necessary,
with the unpleasant task of cutting it remain of this effort to shed some
discriminating against students who "stigma" of being new.
At
this
point,
and
the
vote
reflects
to
fit the 15 inches available Sunday. light on a subject about which both
are not privileged. I think you could
find a place to park even at that hour this very readily, society believes Under the pressure of an· imminent young and old are largely uniformed.
in the faculty-staff lot west of the that systems-not men-run deadline the scissors-and-paste
Robert Smith
Union where the old stadium used to
be. That, of course, is a full block
'No ... First You Withdraw, Then We Remove The Rocket!'
away from your office, which I
would scarcely consider a hardship.
If you seriously want to discuss
the rationale of priority decisions on
building projects and gain some
insight into the complexities
involved, I would be happy to
discuss them with you at your
convenience.
Shennan E. Smith

Letters:

Hate Mail
To the Editor:
Your voice in The Lobo is
repulsive. It's shocking to think that
some American children might be
subjected to your teaching.
"A great many open minds shall
be closed for repairs."
Hm:ry Tackett
(Note: Don't won-y, I'm not going
into education-Sarah Laidlaw.)
Thanks to The Lobo
To the Editor:
We would like to sincerely thank

'
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By FRANK MARGARELLA,
TERRY ROMERO, and
DEBBIE THARINGER
Let's take a .look at ASUNM
government this semester. By the
time the new Senate can begin
meeting, it will have been out of
operation for .six out of 10 weeks.
Not a bad average for the only
student legislative body which exists
at our University. But why worry?!
There's going to be a Senate election
Nov. 18 (finally) to save student
goverm~ent from its predicament.
Then everything will be fine again.
Dream on! Will this comihg electioh

really change anything?. . . or will
the new senators still continue to act
as 20 individuals, answering to no
one? But can they help it? Who
could they answer to if they did feel
obligated and responsible to the
Associate Students? Are the senators
inefficient, or are they simply
victims of the present system, which
allows them to ignore the desires of
the majority? It is about time that
the system was changed or altered so
it better represents the Associated
Students: those whom it was
intended to represent.
The following is our solution to
our present unrepresentative system.
We propose a bicameral legislative
system based on the workings of the
U.S. Congress. The house would be
composed of representatives from
"living organs" of the Associated
Students. These "living organs"

active in organizations or dorm life a
We know that most of the work to
chance to be presented. Both bodies get this system initiated is still ahead,
would be given equal legislative for it involves writing a new
powers, and all bills would have to constitution and having it approved
be ratified by both houses and signed on referendum by two-thirds of the
by the president of ASUNM. Under voters. We need help and we are
emergency situations, deemed by the open for suggestions and criticisms.
president of ASUNM, joint meetings However, being that the election is
could be called. Separately, each Nov. 18, our major concern at the
body would have -power to put moment is getting in contact with all
legislation on referendum.
Senate candidates. We hope that
The president, vice president (who they will consider running on the
would preside over the senate), and cause as part of their platform. The
the treasurer (who would be only issue of this campaign is that
responsible to both bodies) would be the present system is not working
elected at large. A system of checks and is not representative of the
and balances, involving the president, Associated students. Our proposal
both houses and the judiciary can only improve matters by making
system, would be employed.
ASUNM government more
A similar system was in effect on representative of the students, and
this campus for approximately 14 thus putting more of ASUNM funds
years (up to six years ago when the back into the hands of the students.
present constitution was adopted). This is not a plan to oust present
Having contacted an administration
"Are the senators inefficient, or official and a past president of
are they simply victims of the ASUNM who were both here when
" ... Most of the work to get this
present system, which allows them this system was in effect, we were system initiated is still ahead, for it
to ignore the desires of the assured that the system was both involves writing a new
majority?"
constitution ... "
workabl~ and effective. However,
because 1t depended so much on
would be roughly defined as 1) student involvement it became
AS U NM officials. If the IH~W
chartered organizations, 2) dorm choked by the roots of the student constitution is adopted, the now
houses, and, 3) each college of the apathy which was very much present
University. The chartered at that time. We feel that by Senato and the pn~sent exeeutive
organizations and dormitories would combining the merits of the past officials would simply move into the
be represented in some proportion to system with the new form and ideas, lHlW systmn, and the house of
the number of members or residents. it will work. Students, as they have representatives would be added on.
:ro further explain this proposal,
Each college of the University would demonstrated recently, are more
th1s
committee will meet with all
have one representative. From this interested in their campus and their
Senate
candidates and interested
body, a speaker of the house would world. By. simply giving the
students Wednesday at 8 p.m. in
be elected to preside over meetings. opportunity to participate to more
Room 250, A·B, in Lhe Union.
The senate, composed of 20 to 25 students, a more representative form
No matter where you have stood
members, would be elected at large, of government will greatly increase
before,
we all must stand together on
thus giving students who are not the students' voice in their affairs.
one question: representation.

Gen. de Gaulle is Dead. France is a Widow.

By GEORGE SIBERA
Winston Churchill. Only Chiang
COLOMBEY · LES- DEUX· Kai-shek survives.
"
EGLISES (UPI)- Gen. C!ha~les de
The government decreed Nov.
Gaull~, who devoted h1s hfe to 12 as a day of national mourning
re~tormg the glory _of ~ranc~ •. was for De Gaulle who had lived in
Ia!~ out T~esday m h1s m1htary self-imposed isolation in this
umform Ill the parlor of his village in eastern France after the
country home where he died of a French voters had turned him
hear~ atta~k _Monday night while down in a special referendum in
playmg sohta1re.
April,1969.
De Gaulle, who would have
In Colombey, a village of 394
be~n 80 o.n Nov. 2_2, left precise inhabitants, villagers and farmers
wntten m~truct10ns that he paid homage Tuesday by trekking
wanted h1s funeral to be to the little churchyard to lay
"extremely simple" with "no bouquets of wildflowers and
music, no fanfare, no bell-ringing,
no speech, neither in the church
nor elsewhere."
The simple funeral was
scheduled for Thursday in the
village church here. Father Claude
Jaughey, the village priest who
administered the last rites to De
Gaulle Monday night, said: "the
General will receive a plain funeral
like any other villager, or a
lumberjack. This will be a classless
funeral as the General always
wished."
But the government set a
parallel memorial ceremony in
majestic Notre Dame Cathedral in
Paris and the great of the world
announced they would attend.
President Nixon, whose
country was frequently defied and
criticized by De Gaulle while he
served as French President and
leader of Free French Forces in
WW II, announced he would go to
Paris for the ceremony. He hailed
De Gaulle as "a personal friend
and man of great stature."
Soviet Premier Alexei N.
Kosygin also will attend the Paris
0 \:0
rites, French government sources
said_ But the White House made
clear Nixon would not use the
occasion for any talks with
c
Kosygin or other world leaders
gathered for the ceremony.
"General de Gaulle is dead.
France is a widow," said President
Georges Pompidou, in a special
telecast notifying the nation of
the passing of the man who served
twice as president, twice as
premier, and was the last survivor
of the great allied leaders of WW
II. He had outlived Franklin D.
Roosevelt, Josef Stalin and

rosaries on the grave of De
Gaulle's favorite daughter, Anne,
who died in 1948 at the age of 20.
De Gaulle himself will be
buried beside his daughter in the
same family plot Thursday.
The body of De Gaulle dressed
in his Brigadier Generaf's 'uniform
was laid out in the salon of his
home called "La Boisserie"
whicl; was his favorite retre~t
from the power politics qf the
world.
De Gaulle's son·in·law Gen.
Alain de Bossieu told ne~smen
'

Tuesday the former president
suffered a hea1·t attack as he was
dealin_g !1imself cards for a game
of sohtau·e.
The Pr~sident had spent his last
day workmg on the third chapter
of the fifth volume of a
six-volume set of memoires he had
planned, and was waiting for the
evening news to begin on the
state-run television network,
De Boissieu said De Gaulle died
at 7:30 p.m. bu~ Fren~hmen did
not hear about 1t untJ! Tuesday
morning when Pompidou took to
the television.
UPI TelePhoto
According to official French
sources, De Gaulle's death was not
reported to Paris until 4 a.m.
Tuesday morning, when ·his
son-in-law telephoned the news to
President Pompidou,
De Gaulle's wife, Yvonne, was
the only person present when De
Gaulle was stricken. A De Gaulle
family spokJsman said she
immediately called the village
doctor and priest. When the
doctor arriv.ed De Gaulle was
beyond med1cal help. He died
about 15 minutes after being
stricken.
Pompidou summoned members
of his government for a special
cabinet meeting early Thursday,
called for time on the state-run
TV networks, and pulled out an
envelope, on which De Gaulle had
written, "For My Funeral." He
had confided the envelope to
Pompidou in 1952.
De Gaulle's instructions read as
follows:
"I want my funeral to be held
in Col om bey - Les - Deux Eglises. If I die elsewhere, it will
be necessary to transport my
body to my home, without the
slightest public ceremony. My
tomb will be that which my
daughter, Ann, already rests, and
where my wife will one day be
laid to rest.
''Inscription: Charles De
Gaulle, 1890-nothing else. The
funeral ceremony will be handled
by my son, my daughter, my
son·in·law, my daughter-in-law,
aided by my staff, in such a way
that it will be extremely simple. I
do not want a national or state

°
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funeral.
'•
"No president, no minister, no
representatives of the National
Assembly, nor constituent body.
Only the l!~rench Armed Forces
can officially participate, but their
participation must be very
modest.
"No music, no fanfare, no
bell-ringing, no speech should be
made, neither in the church, nor
elsewhere."
"No eulogy in the parliament,
no reserved places at the
ceremony, except for my family,
my fellow members of the Order
of the Liberation (a group of WW
II resistance leaders) and for the
municipal council of Colombey.
"It is in silence that I wish it
(the ceremony) to be conducted.
"The men and women of"
France and other countries may,
if they so desire, pay homage to
my memory by accompanying my
bodytoitsfinalrestingplace.
"I hereby declare in advance
my refusal of any or all
decorations, promotions,
citations whether they be French
or foreig~. If any such is awarded
to me it will be in violation of my
final ~ishes."
President Pompidou who had
long served De Gaulle'aspremier
before taking over as president on
his resignation told the nation:
"In 1940 Gen. de Gaulle saved
our honor. In 1944, he led us to
the liberation and to victory_ In
1958 he saved us from civil war.
' ' He g a v e F r an c e her
institutions (the 5th Republic),·
herplaceintheworld.
"In this hour of mourning for
our country, let us bow to the
grief of Mme. de Gaulle, of her
children and grandchildren.
"Let us pledge to France not to
be unworthy of the lessons which
have been given us, and that, in
the national soul, De Gaulle will
live forever."
De Gaulle was born Nov. 22,
1890, in the northern city of
Lille, and by the age of 6 was
already playing with toy soldiers.
In his late teens he had already
grown to six feet, four inches, and

(please turn to page 4)
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GTA Rights Statement Defines Grad Ro~4"'~ ~'~~
11

(_.,,IJ,,

Faculty Policy Committee Considers Passage of Con~roversia_l Document · · - '·· t l!;
li

(Editor's Note: The notorious
"Love Lust Poem" controversy of
the Spring of 1969 concerned the
reading of "questionable"
literature in a freshman English
class conducted by a graduate
teaching assistant. After the splash
the poem made in University and
state political circles, many
q_uestions were raised. ~s. ~o the
nghts and respons1biltt!es of
graduate teach.in? .assistants. Since
then, the def1mtton of graduate
student rights has been seen by
the University community as a
much neglected project.)
The Faculty Policy Committee
(FPC) will consider passage today
of the controversial Graduate and
Teaching Assistant Statement on
Rights and Responsibilities, which
defines and clarifies graduate
student roles in the academic
community.
The Statement of Rights and
Responsibilities emerged from an
Ad Hoc committees formed after
the 1969 "Love Lust Poem"
incident and is now being
"considl'red by standing faculty
committees.
The statement faces debate in
the FPC after going through two
other UNM committees and two
subcommittees which revised the
original document.
Vital areas in the document
include definition of gl'aduate and
teaching assistants (GTA's), a
means of appeal in cases of
a c a d c m i c freedom, a 11 d
clarification of graduate student
rolesasteacherandstudent.
Originating in the Ad 1-Ioc
Committee on Rights and
Responsibilities of Faculty and
Students (Weihofen Committee),

the statement was recommended
by Henry Weihofen, chairman of
the committee, to be incorporated
into existing materials on
University goverance.
. Leaders of the Graduate
Student Association (GSA) have
worked closely with the Weihofen
Committee FPC and Faculty
Planning Co~mittee in smoothing
out the rough spots unacceptable
t 0 the r acu 1ty committee
members.
Bill Pickens, GSA president,
pointed out several key areas
crucial to the meaning of the
document. These areas are
definftion bf GTA's as "part.time
faculty" members, and the right
of a g1·aduate assistant to appeal
any punishment, dismissal or
other sanction involving a
'

question of academic freedom to
the Committee on Academic
Freedom and Tenure (AF&T).
Pickens said, "We are striving
for the Faculty Policy Committee
to approve the definition of
graduate assistants as parttime
faculty members." He added,
"Since graduate students assume
many of the responsibilities of
faculty in performance of their
duties as teaching a?sistants, they
should have the nghts that go
along with the instructional job."
A test for this situation was
evidenced in the "Love Lust
Poem" controversy. A graduate
teaching assistant created some
controversy over his choice in
literature for a class teaching.
Pickens said, "By defining GTA's
as patttime faculty members, the

41 App Iy f Of sena t e

In a hearing last night to air
eligibility challenges, Student
Court illterpretcd the residency
requirement in the ASUNM
Constitution to mean "those
semesters of continuo us
attendance at UNM immediately
prior to the election."
Under the Co mt decision,
students who may have dropped
out of school for a while will be
eligible to t·un for Senate on the
basis of the grade point average
obtained during the time they
havcbeenbackinschool.
The court ruling came after
three students contested an
Elections Commission ruling made
earlier in the cvenit1g that students

Wednesday, November 11, 1970

must have a 2.0 to run for Senate.
The Constitution requires
student senators to have attended
UNM at least one semester
immediately prior to their
election and to have a grade point
avemge of at least 2.0 "during
residence at UNM."
If the three studentb who
contested the commission ruling
are eligible to run under the Court
ruling, 41 people will be running
for 10 full one-year term and two
half-term Senate seats to be filled
intheelectionNov.18.
The three students who
contested the commission
decision are Lance Gordon, Ralph
Baea and Thomas Drummond.

confus10n surroundmg the poem
ll;ciden,~ would have been
dis,~elled..
_ .
.
If Ltonel Wllhams (the
mstruct?r usmg the poez:') h_ad
been VJ~wed by the Umvers1ty
commumty and other te~chers as
a faculty member, machm~ry for
t~e de~ense or condemnation of
h1s actJ?ns :vould have a part of
the Umvers1ty gover11mental and
leg~ I system: ~s ~~ ';"'as, the
Un1vers1ty d1dn t d1dJ? ~.know
wJ:e.ther, to ta.ke responsibility for
W!lhall?s act!o;'s m; . not. Much
confus1?~ and mdec!s!On re.sulted
an_d W'Hmms was caught 111 the
m!~dle.
. . .
.
So far as. the ?efmlt!On °,~
~aduate t~ac~!ng as~Jstants goes,
Pickens. said, that 1 ~ one _of the
most Important pomts lll the

vacanc1es
•
One other student, Sen. Steve
Terry, was declared ineligible on
the basis of grade point average,
but since he did not attend the
Elections Commission meeting to
contest the decision, his name will
not appear on the ballot,
All eligible candidates must
attend a mandatory candidates'
meeting tonight at 7 to have their
names officially on the ballot.
Failure to attend the meeting
could result in disqualification
fl"Om the election.
(;
Forty-six petitions to run for
the 12 Senate positions were
originally taken out, but only 42
were returned by the 5 p.m.
deadline yesterday.

...

.::...!

~

s t a ~&in en t and Q,4.nno
be
co~ttromised for a Fa simile
whiCh wo~l~ not alw~ys"g~ rantee
faculty.)":J'!fllt§vto j.-·graduate
teacher." · - ---·~ ~ -"":
.
Duke Duquette, VICe pres1dent
of the GSA, said "at UNM, more
than many other schools, GTA's ·
teach many classes, freeing faculty
to . more ~asi}Y perfor~ their
duties_ In _th1s hght, GTA 5 sho_uld
have the nghts gran,~ed to full time
faculty members.
Both GSA
leaders were _eager to point out
that faculty ng~ts .would only be
granted to GTA s m performance
of faculty roles_ It would not
apply. wJ;en graduate students are
funct10nmg as stu~ents. . _
The second major pomt m the
docum~nt as~s thai any, appeal of
a cas~ mvolvmg a G:r'A s, when .a
question of academ1c freedom 1s
involved, be referred to the
AF&T. Pickens said "This would
get issues out of the departments.
If cases involving the academic
freedom of GTA's are left within
the departments, faculty members
would be faced with possible
accusations of personality
conflict. Also GTA's could appeal
cases to the AF&T and bypass
departmental politics in the
hearing of his case."
Pickens emphasized that the
passage of the definition of GTA's
as parttime faculty members and
gmnting them the right of appeal
to the AF&T would not only
benefit the GTA's involved, but
should also clarify roles of GTA 's
by bringing fa cuI ty -GT A
relationships under formal
jurisdietionofUniversitylaw.
If the document is approved by
FPC, it will then go to the general
faculty for approval.
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Seminar Studies Control Regulations

-Class Aids Pollution Case

CAMPUS BRIEF§

The findings of a UNM these projects have stirred the
Phe automotive emission
engineering seminar studying all most interest.
measurements study will look at
kinds of pollution will be used as
Meaningful Projects
the number of smoking vehicles in
testimony Dec. 8 in a hearing on
"At first I was not sure how to
the community, make
new pollution control regulations teach this course," Feldman said
measurements of emissions from
for the county.
. "One day a student came up and
faulty and well-running cars, and
Working in conjunction with asked for projects that would
study the economics of the
the city Environmental Health really mean something not just
pro
b 1em. They will work with
Department (EHD), the 35 the typical term paper~ that no
Roy Anglada of EHD.
students in a UNM mechanical one ever paid much attention to.
Anglada will also assist students
engineering seminar are That was the beginning of the
on the automotive pollution
investigating dust control, project idea."
co.ntrol devices project. The study
automotive emission management,
Students have heard lectures
will survey presently available
automotive pollution control from experts in air pollution
devices and compare them.
devices, noise in the community, during class sessions. Lecturers
Noise Survey
and community solid waste included Sandia, Kirtland and
The noise survey will take
disposal. Results of their studies city officials and Sen. F'red Gross
students to the airport busy
''will be presented as testimony at a a New Mexico State Senator wh~
intersections, relatively' quiet
hearing on new air pollution discussed the provess of enacting
streets and even neighborhoods.
control regulations for Bernalillo pollution legislation.
County.
The
young engineers will
The amount of air pollution
Student project reports will
investigate levels and sources of
may be detected by using the
In addition, several of the contain detailed information that
noise and report findings to
Ringlemann chart. Held at arm's
students have asked to work with could assist city EHD engineer
Detector
Richard Brusuelas of the city
length and at right angles to
Duke City Lumber Co., known by Lane Kirkpatrick to justify, or in
EHD staff.
smoke, the pollution density can
the city Environmental Health some cases, refute regulations
The
community
solid
waste
be
detected by each shade on the
Department as a substantial Feldman explained.
'
chart.
disposal
study
will
investigate
polluter, to study that business' ·
Dust Control
samtary land fill operation and
sawdust incinerators.
'' F or example, students
Tom Feldman, associate working on the dust control their economics and comput~ land
professor of mechanical project will make a survey of needs.
"Our students are just helping
engineering, teaches the special sources, study dust movement
seminar in engineering aspects of within the city, and use city Kirkpatrick's staff" Feldman
air pollution control. He believes monitoring stations to record said, "but I feel they' are doing a
the students can make significant levels. They are working with heck of a job for the city and the
contributions to the Mike Conolly of the city staff and area. There is a real lack of
Environmental Health will make recommendations after detailed knowledge about air
Measuring the concentration of be used for smoke from open
pollution sources in the city and
Department's knowledge of air they finish research."
air
pollutants with their own fires, nor does it apply to dust.
pollution sources.
up until now no one has had the
Other projects will be just as
Ringleman charts firmly in hand
But the EHD receives many
manpower to conduct a thorough
Fruitful Combination
meticulous. Students wo1·king in study.
Albuquerque citizens have turned complaints of dust and is also
"These students are only one
in about 500 complaints since the proposing regulations to cut down
semester from being engineers in
charts
were distributed early this this type of pollution. One
the field," Feldman explains.
year.
proposal would reduce traffic on
"This course was specifically
In an effort to keep an eye on unpaved streets and alleys, and
petitioned for by mechanical
regulated pollutors, and to detect another would requin! permission
engineering students. The students
new polluters the citv's to remove topsoil from an art'a
are really involved and have
Environmental
Health Dept. greater than a quarter-acre. Aimed
excellent technical backgrounds.
(EHD)
began
circulating
the primarily at building contractors
It's a fruitful combination."
An attempted seccession from
complaint
form
complete
with
a it would also require the ground
on
the
two
De
Vargas
delegates
"This kind of project uses to th~ Residence Hall Council (RHC) stated that if the motion was not pollution measuring chart.
to be replanted with a
real advantage the kinds of talents fa1led Monday as delegates from
The five gradations on the non-noxious perrenial planf
the university student body has " De Vargas dormitory were refused passed "the governors of De circular
chart correspond to which rules out tumbleweed and
Vargas would like to audit the
Feldman said. "Not only that b~t permission to leave the books
of
RHC."
smoke
densities
of 20, 40, 60, 80 similar plants. "Usually guana
it will make these students b~tter organization.
and
100
percent.
After observing grass would be planted "
Thai
said,
"De
Vargas
residents
engineers."
De Vargas delegates Bob Lager
the
smoke
with
the chart, the Kirkpatrick said.
work
only
for
De
Vargas
residents
'
While the entire course in not and Mark Thai said their dorm and we don't feel any allegiance
density
is
indicated
on
a
The EHD proposals will be
limited to one of the six pollution had no interest in the RHC and to any of the other dorms on this
complaint form which the citizen brought before the Air Quality
projects, Feldman points out that claimed it was an "ineffective campus."
must turn in to the Control Board, a joint city-county
organization."
Albuq
uerque·Bernalillo County board that formulates air qualitv
Debbie
Bruns,
RHC
president
Lager called for the seccession
Air
Management
Division, (P .0. regulations, in a public h('aring
said
the
delegates
were
free
to
g~
NOTHING LIKE IT
stating, "De Vargas doesn't get
Box 1293, Albuquerque.)
any
time
they
wanted
but
that
anything out of RHC." He asked
tentatively set for Jan. 12 at Citv
IN ALBUQUERQUE!
The form asks the address or Hall. "With good communitv
that the motion be carried, that RHC would not return any
vehicle license number of the support we have a good chancl' ,;f
Escuela del Sol-Montesthey be allowed to leave the group money. "Your contract is with
the
University
not
RHC.
You
will
poilu
tor, the date and time of the approval," Kirkpatrick said
sari, 219 Sierra SE, anand that the money donated to
observation
and the name, address
to
take
your
proposal
to
the
have
nounces on afternoon sesRHC by De Vargas residents be
sion beginning November
University
if
you
want
someone
and
telephone
number of the adding that Citizens for Clean Air'
returned.
the Sierra Club, Students fo1:
16 far children 2% to 5
observer.
Before the motion was voted to act on it." Bruns added the
Environmental
Action and othPr
years of age.
housing contract signed by each
The form also tells the observer conservation
groups are
Escuela del Soi-Montessori Is tho
dorm resident does not allow a what to look for and explains "a supporting the proposals.
only affiliate of the American Montesrefund of money.
possible violation occurs when
sori Society in Albuquerque. All staff
COLOR SPECIAL
Earlier
in
the
meeting
im·
Qpaque visible emissions are
members are prepared at the Bachpeachment
proceedings
were
detected
for more than four
elors level, Montessori trained and
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consecutive
minutes."
brought
against
Andy
Branch
experienced in pre-school education.
fer C~r:;tr-:c~
chairman of the publicity
Lane Kirkpatrick, head of
~c·~ ... ~;·+r!.::.J
For information and or
committee, for alleged EHD, said the purpose of
nonfeasance.
appointment calli
gathering the information is
$19.50
The motion was passed and twofold. If a poilu tor is subject to
ELLEN SPENGLER,
Branch stood to be impeaced, but air quality control regulations an
DIRECTRESS
!,'f:~ ~J f-;::;.o; ~!""<~·~ :" ":;~r 1-!:cr:n
RHC then voted to keep Branch official inspection can be made
~·•~'0::' /o~:~!..''tlr;c V:':..~;;;, F:r
in the organization.
255-3838
and the violator forced to comply
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)f:r, :'"":!1 Grcr•.r::;~ c:-j 0•1:
with the regulations.
A nan-profit corporation
Mory flr.en Enterpr"''• 4{117 Ccntroi"N E.
Nude males splashing in the San
Complaints are also received for Francisco Press Club's swimming
Does Anyone Care?
unregulated
sources, "which tells pool were startled but
The first toilet paper was
unbleached pearl-colored pure us what people are concerned
undismayed as 15 Women's
manila hemp paper made in 1857 about," Kirkpatrick said. The Liberation pickets strolled past
by Joseph C. Gayetty of New most common sources of the pool.
·
York City, whose name was complaint are smoking cars and
The women from the National
watermarked on each sheet. It incinerators.
Organization for Women (NOW)
"W e ' re see k'mg a ban on were picketing Monday against
sold at five hundred sheets for 50
AND THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
cents and was known as incinerators to take effect in restricted privileges for female
"Gayetty's Medicated Paper-a 1976," he said. Private members of the club when Vice
PRESENT
perfectly pure article for the toilet incinerators are already illegal but President Dick Alexander invited
and for the prevention of ~tores still have large incinerators.
them on a guided tour of the
These cost about $15,000 'each, facilities-including the men-only
piles.
"-from "The Pocket Book
THE NATIONAL PLAYERS
of Famous First Facts" by Joseph and some. stores have just bought pool where no bathing suits are
theirs," Kirkpatrick said in
Kane.
allowed.
IN
explanation of the 1976 effective
The NOW protestors didn't
date.
Cleanliness is next to godliness.
indicate
whether they'd return for
The Ringlemann chart cannot more picketing.

Quebrar Speaker
Director of Induction for
Quebrar, J. Degroot, will speak at
the Free University tonight at
7:30 in the Honor's Center.
Degroot will speak on the
Quebrar approach to
rehabilitation of drug addicts.
Quebrar is a self-help oriented
rehabilitation center for area
addicts.
The talk is free and open to the
general public. Degroot's
appearance is part of a series of
speakers from the Albuquerque
community.

Ortiz Reading
Acoma Indian Simon Ortiz will
read his own poetry at the Kiva
tonight at 8.
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curriculum planning, followed by
a semester of fulltime practice
teaching at the secondary and
middle school level.
Students and cooperating
teachers work in teams of five or
six in special facilities which can
accommodate up to 80 students.
APSCOE is funded through an
agreement between APS and
UNM. Teacher vacancies in the
schools are left unfilled and the
money saved goes into the
project. The gaps in the teaching
staff are filled by the fulltime
student teachers, who receive
$350 stipends.
Peter Prou;;e, professor of
secondary education at UNM,
developed the award-winning
project.

Veteran's Assn.

MASH
MASH will meet in the Union,
room 250-C, at 6 p.m.

Nonsense Evening
"An Evening of Nonsense" will
be performed Nov. 13 in the
Recital Hall in the Fine Arts
Center.
Two plays, "Facade" and "Man
Ismenie" will be performed.
"Facade" includes poetry by
Edith Sitwell, recited by David
Loy. "Man Ismenie," by Eugene
Labiche, is a forerunner of the
French theater of the Absurd.
Tickets arc $1 and are available at
the music dept. office and at the
door.

RHC
There will be an RHC
endorsement meeting Nov. 16.
Senate candidates should call
RHC President Debbie Bruns at
265-7326 or 277-4406.
Endorsement interviews begin at 8
p.m. Call by Nov. 13.
m:uumnmr:mrmm:nTmnmmnrrm:rmmm:mmrmr:rmmrn:rmmmnn:nmmnm
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Wednesday, Nov. 11

Pi Lambda Theta; Union, roam
250·B: 4 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi pledge class; Union,
roam 231-A; 6:30p.m.
3HO; Union, roam 253; 7 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi; Union, room 230; 7
p.m.
United Student Coalition; Union,
room 250·0: 7 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega pledges; Union,
room 231·C: 7:30p.m.
Mountaineering Club; Union
Theater; 7:30p.m.
NSA; Union, room 250·E; 7:30p.m.

JHf!

Tuesday, November 17-3:00 P.M.

GSA Party
The GSA will host a party for
graduate students Nov. 13 at
American Legion Post 49 on east
Central. Bar for TGIF will open at
5 p.m. Hank and Lewie Wickham
will entertain from 5:30 to 7:30
p.m. and the Bounty Hunters will
play from 8:15 to 11:15 p.m.

The locally developed and
financed APSCOE project for
training teachers is described in
the October "Research in
Education," an abstract journal
published by the U.S, Office of
Education's Educational
Resources Information Center.
The project, one of five award
winners in the American
Association of Colleges of Teacher
Education's Distinguished
Achievement competition this
year, is a cooperative operation of
the Albuquerque Public Schools
and the College of Education
(APSCOE).
.
UNM student teachers are
chosen competitively for the
program, which includes a
semester of instruction and

The Student Veteran's Assn.
will hold its monthly meeting on
Thursday, at 8 p.m. in the Union
Theater. Guest speaker will be
Wally Weld, treasurer of the
National Student Veteran Assn.
All UNM veterans are welcome.

NOW Picketers
Conquer, Tour
Men-Only Club

New Mexico Lobo

Absentee Ballots
Absentee ballots may be picked
up in ASUNM offices any tirue
until Friday, Nov. 13. They are
due Monday, Nov. 16, at 5 p.m. in
ASUNM offices.

Harris Film
The Free University is
sponsoring "The Resistance", a
film with David Harris, San
Francisco mime troupe and the
peace and liberation commune. It
will be shown at the Newman
Center, 1815 Lomas NE, at 7:30
p.m. Thursday. Admission is free
and a discussion will follow the
film.

Chicano Tutors

DeVargas Dorm Attempts
Succession From RHC

WANt TO UAKN HDWlO f)D IT RICHJ1

Chamber Orchestra
The UNM Chamber Orchestra,
Kurt Frederick, conductor, will
present its first concert of the
year on Nov. 15 at 4 p.m. in the
Recital Hall of the Fine Arts
Center. Season ticket holders for
the UNM Orchestra Series may
obtain free tickets for this
performance at the Music
department office. Single tickets
are available and may be obtained
at the door.

Chicano studies tutors please
call Jim Casias at 24 7-9820.

Albuquerque People
Aid Pollution Control

TWELFTH NIGHT

Teachers''frainingPlan
Described in Magazin~

I

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION
as taught by
MAHARISHI
MAHESH

YOGI
Transcendental
Meditation
is a natural
spontaneouS/
technique which
allpws each
individual to
expand. his
conscious mind
and improv-e
all aspects
of life.

Alumni Memorial Chapel
Wed., Nov.ll
at 7:30p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 5,
at 1:00 p.m.

meet one

of your
distant cousins!
It makes you stop and think.
The concept that lower Iife forms
Evolve into higher and higher life forms.
It makes you wonder.
How far we've come
Since man first climbed down a tree.
And how far we have to go.
Sure the world needs change.
It's easy to see the flaws.
It's harderto make things better.
That's where you come in.
It's on your shoulders now.
The whole promise of man ....
You are the next link in his continual evolution.
You must summon up
All the excellence you can muster.
We hope you're up to it.
You are our life insurance.

Phoenix

Mutual

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
HARTFORO,

Member, The
Phoenix companies

STUOENTS INTEil.NATIONAL
MEDITATION SOCIETY

Wednesday, Nov-ember 11, 1970
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World Leaders Call De Gaulle Great Statesman

By_ United Press International
World leadet·s Tuesday praised
Charles de Gaulle in death as one
of the great statesmen of the 20th
century. Many, including
President Nixon and Soviet
Premier Alexei N. Kosygin, said
they would fly to Paris to honor
De Gaulle in Notre Dame
Cathedral.
"The passing of Gen. Charles de
Gaulle reminds us of the qualities

Fly Trans-Love to
Europe

$239
Boeing 707-first class
Chicago-London
(round trip)

June-September
Call Wed. & Thurs.
268-4o63
4-6 PM
TRANS-LOVE

FUN

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER

that make men and nations
gre11t," Nixon said. "His was the
quality of character that enables
men to surmount all obstacles, to
call up reserves of courage, to turn
adversity to triumph.
''His was the quality of vision
that could see the grand sweep of
history at a time when others
focused on the events of the
moment. He provided inspiration
to an age in danger of being
overwhelmed by the
commonplace, and therefore, his
passing is a loss not only for the
French nation but for all
mankind."
Nixon was awakened in the
middle of the night to be told of
De Gaulle's death.
Kosygin and other Soviet
leaders sent a telegram to French
President Georges Pompidou
hailing De Gaulle as "one of the
leaders of the anti-Hitler
coalition."
"His name is inseparable for all
Soviet people from the joint
struggle of the Soviet Union and
France in the grim years of WW II,
from victory over fascist
tyranny," the Kosygin telegram
said.
De Gaulle had been described
in official Soviet biographies as
"reactionary" and "anti-Soviet"

Every Wed, 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices I 5¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at Universily

FUN

FUN

-

Try Our GRINDERS - Fine
ltilflaR SuRdWIChes
IIID Harvard S.E.
243-6369

You'll never taste
acolder beer.

but recent accounts of his life whose courage and tenacity in the
have hailed him as a realistic Allied cause during the dark ye<1rs nations th<~t have <1 cult for
stateman who took a position of WW II will never be forgotten.' 1 universal hum<1n V<llues, mor<1l and
political gre<~tness, heroism and
independent of the United States
West Ge\·man Ch<1ncellor Willy dedic<~tion to the great cause of
and sought to restm·e the historic Brandt: "The symbol of
the f<1therland."
Franco-Soviet entente.
French-German underst<1nding
Pope Paul VI: "A great witness
Former President Lydon B. and friendship. His role in the
Johnson issued a statement from history of Europe and the world of our contempor<~ry history." ,
Austt·<~lian Prime Minister John
retirement in Tex<1s, saying "one will remain unforgotten,"
Gorton:
"Gener<~l de Gaulle was
of the gre<1t world leaders of our
Itali<1n President Giuseppe <~lways dominated by <In almost
time has gone. Mrs. Johnson and I S<1ragat: "His de<1th is a loss for <Ill
mystic<~l devotion to France."
extend our deepest symp<~thy to
his f<1mily <1nd to the people of
Fr<1nce."
In Tel Aviv, former Israeli
Premier David Ben·Gurion said De
Gaulle was "the greatest French
statesman of this century." Many
Israelis felt De Gaulle was W\·ong
in clamping an arms embargo on
Israel during the 1967 six-day
war.
UNM-Brazil Exchange
Counseling Center. Applications
''I am sorry he did not deliver
C<~n be picked up there.
UNM
will
continue
its
exchange
us the Mir<~ge planes we paid for,"
students with Pontificia
Be n-Gurion said at a news of
Universidade
Catolic<l (PUC) do
White House Meet
conference Tuesday. "He made a
Rio
Gr<1nde
do
Sui
in
Porto
Delbert Goates, assist<~nt
mistake on that, of that I am sure.
Alegre, Brazil. Five UNM students
But I know his reasons. He will be selected for Porto Alegre professor of psychiatry· <~nd
wanted to again seek the and, two students from PUC will Sidney Rosenblum, professor of
psychology, were chosen along
friendship of the Arab peoples. attend UNM.
with 13 other New Mexicans to
For him, France came first. It was
UNM C<1ndid<1tes must be attend the White House
a natural thing."
proficient in Portuguese <1nd be Conference on Children and
Viscount. Montgomery of willing to p<1y their transportation
Alamein, the British Field Marshal to and from Porto Alegre. PUC Youth, Dec. 13 through 18.
whose forces beat N<~zi Germ<~ny's will offer participants <1 waiver of
Chemistry Awards
armies on the sands of North tuition fees <~nd universityAfrica, s<1id De G<1ulle W<IS "a subsidized me<~ls. P<1rticip<1nts will
Six chemic<~! engineering
genius" of "vision and cour<~ge." follow regular course work <1t students have been awarded
"When France lost her soul, PUC.
schol<~rships from major oil
companies.
Gener<1l de Gaulle g<~ve it b<1ck to
Application forms are avai1<1ble
her," Montgomery said.
Sophomores Kenneth Helmer
at the Intern<~tional Office, 1717
Earl Mountbatten of Burm<~, Roma, NE, <~nd they must be filed
of Albuquerque and Bry<1n C.
one of Britain's gt·eatest war before Nov. 20, 1070. Interviews Bartlett of Hurley have been
heroes who fought shoulder to will be held on Nov. 24.
aw<~rded $250 scholarships from
Shell Oil Co.
shoulder with De G<1ulle, s<1id:
"The world is <1 poorer pl<~ce for
Frederick J. Willi<~ms of
him h<~ving p<1ssed on. I W<IS told
Albuquerque and Mich<~el Wagner
GRE
Testing
Date
he W<IS likely to be insecure, but I
of Los Alamos have been <IW<Irded
The next testing d<1te for the $250 scholarships from Humble
told him <~bout raids <1nd he never
Graduate Record Examinations is Oil Corp.
g<~ve <~nything <~Way."
Dec. 12. Anyone interested in
Other tributes:
Lloyd J. Aket· <~nd George D.
Queen Elizabeth II of Brit<~in: t<1king the test should cont<~ct the V o ur<~zeris have been <\Warded
"A gre<~t Frenchman and patriot UNM Testing Division, room 2, in
$250 scholarships by Dow
the University College <1nd
Chemical Corp.

P. Ballantine & Sons1 Newark, New Jorsey

ABSENTEE
BALLOTS

(Continued /rom page 1)
his cl<~ssm<~tes c<~lled him "The Big
Aspamgus.''
When he was 21, De G<1ulle W<IS
sent from the Jesuit College where
his father taught, to France's
~quiv<~lent of West Point, St. Cyr.
He was <~lre<~dy de-veloping his
b rilli<~nt theories about warf<~re.
Fate threw him under the
comm<~nd of Gen. Henry Philippe
Pet<~in who later was to become
his <~dversary <IS le<1der of Vichy
France during the Germ<~n
occupation.
In May 1940, during the
German <~dvance into Fr<1nce, he
was given a divisional command.
He co unter<~tt<~cked <1g<1inst the
N <1zi P<1nzer T<1nks, but his forces
were beaten b<1ck.
At the fall of France, De Gaulle
futilely tried to persu<1de the
government to fight on from
$CASH$

For ASUNM Elections

'Medea' Actors Deserve Kudos

CAMPUS BRIEFS

Charles de Gaulle Dead
Cold-Brewed B-B-8-Ballantine

Lobo Review

WEEKLY EARNINGS

Blood PlMma Donors Needed I

BLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTS!
1307 Central N.E.
Tues.-s..t. 8-5

North Afric<l. Then he went into
exile in London to continue the
fight <IS head of Free French
Forces.
"Fr<~nce h<1s lost a battle, she
h<~s not lost the war," De G<~ulle
told the Frenchmen over the
British Bro<~dc<~sting Corp. (BBC),
June 18, 1940 in his epic call on
Frenchmen to continue to fight
the Germ<~ns.
De G<1ulle returned to France
during the Allied inv<~sion of
Normandy and man<~ged to be in
Paris the d<1y after French and
Americ<~n troops tri umph<~lly
entered the French capital in
August, 1944.
In November, 1944, De G<1ulle
<1ssumed the premiership. But fed
up with the wr<~ngling of politic<~!
p<~rties and unwilling to rem<1in in
<1 regime which h<1d little real
power, De Gaulle W<1lked out on
Jan. 20, 1946, <~nd went into
retirement in his country home at
Colombey.
The retirement hsted until
19 58. De G<1ulle emerged <1t a
time when rebellious French mrny
generals in Algeria had threatened
to 1 <~nd paratroopers in
metropolitan France <1nd the
nation W<ls on the brink of civil
war.

• • •

President Rene Coty called on
De Gaulle to form a government
during the emergency in May,
1958, and thus began 11 years of
strongman government by De
G<~ull e, during which he ruled
more as <1 king th<~n <1 president.
During this era, De Gaulle
ended the Algerian civil war, gave
Fr<1nce <Ill independent nuclem
force, sought to strengthen the
fr<~nc <~nd the economy, pulled
Fmnce out of the military side of
the NATO alli<~nce, and ordered
Americ<~n troops to withdraw
from their French b<1ses.
In June, 1968, he managed to
weather <1 revolt by students and
workers, <1fter receiving pledges of
support from military

Kudos <Ire very much the order se<1t house, constructed in adobe
of the d<1y for the director <1nd style. The limitations of a small Greenwich Village about twenty
<1ctors in Old Town Studio's area have been turned into ye<~rs <~go. Since then, thousands
current production of "Mede<1". It valu<~ble <1ssets. The audience of small playhouses have sprung
is the most professional theater in becomes more <1nd more involved up in the off-off-off Broadway
Albuquerque, if not in the entire in the f<1te of the actors <Is they circuit.
Southwest.
The bright costumes by Julia
could not in a larger the <Iter. The
Poet Robinson Jeffers wrote of trend away from gigantic houses <1nd the lighting and sound by Jeff
his <ld<~pt<~tion of "Medea:" The began with places such as New Anstine compliment the
endeavor W<IS to present York's Circle in the Square in production.
Euripides' tragedy in a form and
Will Pike
in poetry th<1t would be
interesting to <Ill intelligent but
not learned contemporary
<1udience." The insights th<1t the
<1ncient playwright investigated
•
appe<1r <IS profound tod<1y as then.
Director John Milholland has
scored a triumph with this
The Ririe-Woodbury Dance
production. The performances are Co., of S<1lt Lake City, will vit<1l sense of new growth.
An underlying phijosophy of
classic in depth and meticulous in present a perform<~nce sponsored
the Ririe-Woodbury Company is
detail.
by Elizabeth Waters at 8:15p.m.,
Louise Laval's crowning Nov. 14 in the Fine Arts Center th<~t, "Creative development,
expanded awareness and self
interpret<~tion draws every last Recital H<1ll.
discovery through dance is <1
breath from the role. She is clever
The company origill<lted at the
and dem<~nding of the other University of Utah in 1964, necessary and vit<~l p<~rt of
experience in our multi-faceted
ch<~racters. A turn in her f<~cial
quickly built <1 following, and in world."
expression results in an entire 1966 played three m<~jor tours:
Rem<~rk<~bly the nine-member
transform<~tion. She is so unique
southern C<1li forni<l, northern group has remained togcthl!r and
<1nd so convincing th<1t it is Californi<1 and southern Utah.
continued to produce almost
<~stounding. Jeffers wrote the play
A full-length mixed-media without interruption, despite the
with <~ctress Judith Anderson in perform<1nce was presented in
mind but he would not be Janu<~ry, 1969. A traveling fact th<1t the members boast 18
dis<~ppointed with the exacting demonstmtion W<IS l<1ter prepared children.
W<IY Miss Laval h<1s interpreted the <1nd toured under auspices of the "\...,
pmt.
Minnesota St<1te Arts Council. The .r'
Tom Mitm<ln pl<~ys <1 stately
YOU
demonstr<~tion was <1lso performed )_
Creon. His performance is mellow in a number of Chicago ghetto ,-,1
ALL-WAYS. WHY PAY MORE
<1nd refined. Mark McGuiness as schools under sponsorship of the
Jason, the fiery spouse of Medea, Urban Gateways, <~nd later in
is similarly extraordin<~ry. Bob
southern Illinois <1nd Arizon<1,
Lloyd in the part of Aegeus of
The strength of the group's
Athens and D<~vid McKelvy repertoire lies with the f<1ct that
playing the tutor both m<1ke an many of the roles were created for
impressive showing.
the d<~nccrs th<1t perform them.
The m<~sterful way set designer
Another <~ssct is that the
Ken Guthrie utilized the tiny
members are all equally adept at
st<~ge is worthy of mention. Old
choreogmphy, performance and
Town Studio is an intimate 50 improvisation, so there is always a

Utah Dance Company
Will Perform Ill FAC

Medea

In a scene from Old Town
Studio's production of Mede<1,
Louise L<1val, pl<~ying the title
role, embmces the younger son,
played by D<111iel Clmk. Medea
will run through Nov. 15.

'Concerned Students' to Endorse
A group known as the Gorh<~m said the Concerned
"Concerned Students" h<1s sprung Students would interview all
up on campus to endorse interested C<1ndid<1tes on Nov. 12
C<lndid<~tes running in the
<It 6:30 p.m. in a yet unspecified
upcoming Senate elections. The room in the Union.
group, under the leadership of
The group has not presented a
Student Court Justice Fr<1nk platform in the election but
Gorham, met last Thursday to instead will interview e<~ch
organize a group to endorse prospective candidate before
C<lndidatcs th<~t met "their offering individu<~l endorsements.
specific<~ tions," which include The endorsing committee will be
keeping ASUNM funds on made up of one member from <~ny
campus,
chartered organization that cares
Also brought up at the to send a representative, Gorham
Thursday meeting was a propos<~! said.
to establish a bic<~meral student
legisl<~ture. The plan calls for a
BE DIFFERENT
house of representqtives which
!:P•.O [';S~'II-..t;::T::,.f CH~!ST-VAS
would h<1ve equ<1l power with the
lf.'!':'fR ~ffACS W.Ht A PERSONAL GlifET,N3
ASUNM Sen<1tc and would seek
membership from the V<~rious
M.Qry E:~n. (Motlprt11!5
4,:::-,
chartered groups on campus.
In <1 second meeting last night,
~--•,
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Nov. 12 at the Student Government office
in the Union.

comm<~nders.

But the politic<~! end c<~me
April 27, 1969, when De Gaulle
insisted on holding a n<~tion<~l
referendum on two of his pet
projects-a decentralization of
administration throughout the
country, <~nd a decreMe in the
powers of a rebellious senate. The
n<1tion voted a m<~ssivc "no." De
Gaulle had said he would quit if
he. lost, and he did, as of April 29,
1969.
He retired to Colombcy-to die
there a year and <1 half later.

<>

THERE IS

1 8 X 10
2 5X7

Absentee ballots must be turned
in to the Student Government
office in the Union by
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FIRST and GOLD
247-4347

The only thing you can count on as
certain is change.
Prepare yourself to anticipate tomorrow's radical change.
Learn to creatively use change to your
personal and business advantage.
Come to Dallas where you will find the
challenge of individualized learning
through experience and discovery.
The SMU Graduate School of Business
Administration offers this unique educational experience.
The school is oriented to the futureyour future.
The development of entrepreneurship
and innovativeness is its hallmark.
The major emphasis throughout the
Graduate School of Business Administration is the active participation of
faculty, students. and businessmen in
the learning experience through research, teaching, and application of
knowledge.
Unique and innovative?
Yes .
For you?
Yes. Designed especially for you.
Write for information on SMU's M.B.A.
program now. Write Dept. F.

hllttfjf•fitJ/d
}t1 ll't.•lt•••s
2312 Control SE • Of>posito Popoi?Y Hall
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today. ..
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Sports Editorial:

Frat Stars,
U of A Vie
In Football

Money Distribution

The first non-varsity
competition in recent years
between the University of
Albuquerque and UNM will take
place this Friday afternoon in the
form of an all-star flag football
game between the two schools.
UNM will be represented by a
fraternity all-star team and the U
of A squad will be selected from
their entire student body.
The UNM squad, selected from
the recommendation of
intramural managers and screened
by a selection committee, will
consist of 25 men. The squad has
been working out this week in
preparation for the game.
Gametime is 3:30 at U of A's
intramural football field. There is
no admission charge.
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The end of the world has been
postponed until the inflation of
the pound sterling reverses.
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Dog
Comes with cheese,
chili,
Mustard, Onions

30c

Farasopoulos

kopy korner
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
speciol rates for dissertations-required poper supplied free
locations in Winrock Center,
SIMMS Bu ILDlNG other
National
Building & 120 Madeira NE
•. 247-4406
...,

Lobo fans will see BYU's Chris
Farasopoulos performing his
specialty Saturday. The senior
captain of the Cougars, he was
named All-WAC last year
primarily for his return yardage.
This year he is averaging
11-yards-per-punt return and
26-yards-per-kickoff return.
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•WlNROCK
.NOB HILL
.DOWNTOWN

It seems that at UNM the athletic department has the
attitude that if a sport brings in money from attendance, it
receives many additional benefits.
This attitude of rewarding those sports that attract the
crowds and produce the money, while ignoring the sports
that may do just as well as the others in the standings but do
not draw as well at the gate, has led to categorization of
sports as major and minor, The division shows up when
athletic monies are distributed.
Basketball and football are the major sports here at UNM.
Although those sports are not necessarily the most successful
in competition, they attract the crowds and the crowds bring
in the money.
The financial success of these sports is the key to the
financial situations of all sports at UNM. Recently the
football team has been the doormat of the WAC and
therefore constantly in the red. Basketball was the only sport
at UNM which was breaking even.
Football's lack of drawing power recently has resulted in
other sports feeling a financial squeeze. In 1970, with the
gridders doing well, it has still drawn only an average of
17,000 per game and the receipts will only be slightly up over
the past years.
The shortage of money in the athletic budgets is making its
mark in the gymnastics, swimming and wrestling teams. When
these teams travel seven hours by car to compete in meets,
sleep five in a hotel room and eat at McDonald's to stay
within the limits of their budgets, it is obvious that the
athletic department is not attempting to treat all varsity
sports equal.
Gymnastics, swimming and wrestling receive a combined
total of 16lh scholarships, or five and a half per team. The
football team receives 105 scholarships and the basketball
team 30. Gymnastics, swimming and wrestling are allocated
$13,000 for the season. This sum must cover not only
traveling and equipment expenses, but also recruiting and
scholarship costs. Football is allocated $185,000 and
basketball $45,000 for the same expt>nses.
Since tht> 1966-67 season, gymnastics coach Rusty
Mitchell has compiled the most suceessful WAC record of any
coach at UNM.
Mitchell's combined rt'eord of 41-6 includes two WAC
championships, and two fifth place finishes in tht> NCAA
Championships. Even with this suceess Mitchell still travels
by car, stays with the team at YMCAs and eats at hamburger
heavens, despite being a potential NCAA champion.
John Meechem is in his second year as swimming coach at
UNM. Last season his 13 man team captured fourth place in
the WAC. This season with more experience and depth the
story could be even brighter.
Wrestling coach Ron Jacobsen has not had a winning
season since he took over as wrestling coach. However, since
1966-67 his teams have been bettering each past season's
record .
Even though these teams have faired as well, or in some
cases better, than the football and basketball teams, they still
do not get the privileges of major sports.
Andy Gru.mezy
(Editor's Note: Tomorrow a look at the coaches and their
feelings.)

U Fraternity Holds Achievement Week
Omega Psi Phi Gives Awards at Banquet
UNM sophomore Vernest Jean
Bryson has been named Omega Psi
Phi Student of the Year. She was
honored at the fraternity's annual
National Achievement Week
observance banquet Sunday night,
Also honored by the
undergraduate and graduate
chapters of the fraternity were:
E the! Lewis, an Albuquerque
secretary who works with the
black welfare mother's group as
citizen of the year;
'
Sam Johnson, pr!'!sid~nt of the
Undergraduate chapter, as
undergraduate chapter Omega
Man of the year; and

f
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Omega Honors

'
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4th
HELD OVER

bet ...·een I pm & 6 pm

Sam Johnson, left, was chosen
the outstanding undergraduate
Chapter Omega "man of the yea.r"
at the annual Omega Psi Phi
National Achievement Week
banquet Sunday night. Presenting
the award is Charles Watkins
president of the graduate chapte;
of the fraternity.

TWO LOCATIONS:
518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
6616 CENTRAL S.E.
255-0892

905 Yale SE

(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
Proof of Age Required
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The criguul and tomp!ete ~trew:lahon in

FULL STEREOPHONIC SOUND
!TODAY! I

CJag,qified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerqu.,, N.M. 87106

Special Students Rates
THE

J,OBO IS DOING a story on
\YQmc_>n 's lib. If you are n member of
any group. I l•.-cmhJ like to iaJk to you.
PJen!:H! cnJJ Dcmme at 277•4202 aft{.)r G.
11;17
DANCJo;~to th~- ~;;;~-i~-~~-~i;butou:;
._.Plain Jane'" R-12 pm. l"ridny, Nov. 20,
SUIJ Ballroom. 11 '20
NEW,~YI•:Arts -inooi\i~xim t'ity and AcaJIUieo. Ehtht rduriou'l tfayq • •
l<>nvc
AH•ur•uc•rqul:! Dl"''· 21. •fsPECIAr., sTu...
IH;NT RA'l'Et;'' l'nll 3·14-0~31 • , . 2424~1~ti ••• U4<1-115·i5, 11 .-·11

PlAYED IT
flECKLESSLY

AT TIIEIR
IIEW ClUB!

4

(·c>LI,J'<:~<:- i~N-ll.~Itli!~it;l!rop"'};;;~
mt•n

11 !;trl~tPh

•r·..Th

wir":">i oa

_u:;w~;;::m;

!!4:l~IH1il:{.

11 17

~;nJ~.

llourn nre
at f!:30-G:O\).

'VFS

\vAYNIO: A. J.:rutiC ;.;;;t;;;.;;;, some mont-y

l'omins: lJal•h·~· <·ontnrt rm. !!UiJ.
'rHI•:rm WII,L BE J.(.·(',;\I,i·;;;T";;IO:;;;N~m-ee7
t
in;.r Wclln<'-;day. Nuwrnli<'r 11 at 7:00pm.
in rm. 2fin-IJ in tl1~ SUB. 1!, 11
POETRY WANTEI> for~co-op-e-ra-:-1;-iv.. -a-nth_olor:y. Include stamped onwloJ>c, Idlewlld Pri!".>S, 1807 East Oh•mpic, !.()3 Angel('s, California 90021. 1212
NOTICE! ALL CLASSinE,-;;D:-:A-::D-::-S-m-us-:-t:-b~
in by 3 p.m. to run the followinrr day.

"S.o.s. Club"
1:09-5:07-8:54
3211 Central N!
PH. 265·4675

Mid Graduate

F<>pND: ()Ng GltEY uttn~hc rll<le. Identify eon tents. 299-5045 after 6: _2!(17

Show limos at these times only
"Baby Vicky"
2:24-5:18-11:15

ClASSIFICATIONS:
I. Personals
5. ForSale

LOST & FO t:ND

2)

i:ollT: GR~iimWALLI·;T, I''r~.-""-.-r-ct~urn
id<'IItifiration. Re-ward. 2tJ5 Zia. 277-2086
11 17
•

11:45 om-3:00-7:30-10:00

SERVICES

3)

-

~
.'-'--:-.

SPB:IAL FRIDAY the 13th lATE: SHOW
Op.,., 10 PM Show Starts 10:30
Saturday Morning: 10:15and 1 PM

SPimD m;ADING COURSE: $45. r:ight.een one hour se.:;~;ions nlternoon or evening at the })avi!l Hous(', Univ. of AlbuttucrqUf'. No ohliJ:atinn~ -oriNitntion mcetinga: 7 or H pm, Nov. lOth or 11th at
lla._,i, IIouso (Alpha Center), U of A

HILAND

11 12

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

TYPING fnst, expetieneC'd scrvice--=--elec~
tric~reasonablc. 119 Vassar SE. ll66-490G
a·,ytime. 11 •1u

CLA§§KFKED
ADVER,.fK§KNG

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

TYl'ING-!nst, experienced service--electric-rcn.s~nablc. 11~ Vassar SE. 2472942 nnytune. 11/12

4)

FORRENT

ROOMS: WOMEN worl<inl!' or student.
$1fi.OO wcekh~, two weeks advanee. Living
room and kitchen priviJ('ges. 618 Tijeras
NW. Downtown. 11/17

5)

FORSALE

1967 STATION WAGON-VB 283~4BBI
Automatic transmission-Good Engine
and 'rrrtnsmission. $300.00. Call 277•
4230 before 4 or 299-0854 after 5 pm
11/17
•
INKLE LOOMS for belt weaving, ($8).
Gall Chorley 282-3292. 11/17
COMPONENTS-CLARICON amp., Jen~cn speakers, VM turntable, walnut en})...
1ttcnts. Must see and hear to npprecintc
Excellent condition $85.00. 842·5262.
11/12
.

4. For Rent

l''IRST $800 r:cts VW camper. 898-4969
mostly after 5. 11/17
A UTO.GJ!APHS, DOCUMEN,TS unrl car\4>d~vr!Hte photographs of hrstorienl intc.rest. Call Joan Enders, 298-5074. 11.'13

---Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

•

•

SMOKERS WANT to stop? 1\!eet Wednesday 11/11/70 at 5 pm, Miteheli!Iall 117.
242-0123 nfter 6. 11/11

INSERT THE FO~LOWING ADVERTISEMENT-- TIMES STARTING

1952 JEEP. I•'our whed drive station wag ..
on, Call after 6 pm. 298-8864. 11i13
HAM RADIO SET, good ahapc extras $65
or best offer, Evenings: 344:1517. t'l/15
1962 CORV Ain, excellent radio .$3250ii
Rodefer, English Department, '612 B~a~
Canyon Lane NE. 11/12
FIVE NE}V 197;;1-;c:::om::p=,o=n-=cn::;:t--::s=ys:-:t.,-m-.-c-0 -m•
!llete. w•th Garrard, changer, AM/FM
mulbplex stereo radw. Inputa for extra
speakers, tnt>e deck, gUitar or head sets
To be sold for $99.95 each or monthly
payments, United Freight Sales 3020 San
Mnl<-o,
10/29 NE. Mon.-Fri. 9-9·• sa£ until G•
US; ED TV's all styles. $15 up. 441 Wyomng NE. 255-5987, 12/11

ENCLOSED$._ _ __

-~~~·,.,..•
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PEHSONALS

1)
LOVE TO THEM
WASA GAME,,,
AND THEY

..
•*
K--~

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

'fERMS: Payment muat be made in
full prior to insertion of advertisement.
WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
205, afternoons preferably or rnnil.

TERMS: Payment must be made In full prior to insertion of advertisement

•

·--~~~~--------

RATES: 7o per word, 20 word mjnimum ( $1.40) per time run. Ir ad ia to
run five or more consecutive dnys with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
per word and the minimum number of
warda to 10.

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (t,at's 10 words 5 times)

.
··+·.

A Great Place to Eat
and Drink, what more
can we say?
2 PM - 5 PM everyday
Cocktails .50

ER,OS

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

"

(@uartrrn
11Jnuugr &:
Qtnuutry it-i-Ol)ur

BIG WEEK!!

I
++ ....

mJgh~ otherwise go ignored or
unnotiCed by the general public.

518 Central S.W.
Ph. 243-0033
Movie Continuous-Lobby Book
Store New Open. Adult Books,
Magazines, Smm Film
Open 7 am to Midnite
Quarter Arcade
Admission· $4,00 (Movi&)

make 'em!

CALL MARY ELLEN
265-3621

UNM News Bureau

b~ the black community that

ADULT THEATRE

NEED A HOLIDAY GOWN?
Wfl

George I, Williams, Sandia
Laboratory employe, as graduate
chapter Omega Man of the year.
. The.me of ,~he night's panel
drscusston was A Sick America:
Some Treatments for its Cure."
0 mega Psi Phi's national
achievement week was started in
19 20 to publicize achievements

PlACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

8 NI<;W ZIG ZAG Sewing Machinca with
f?ll factory guarantee. Nationally advert•sed brand to be sold for $35 each
Mh~nthly pnym~nts available. Th.,c rna:
c m(?S may be InSPected in wru-ehoUBc nt
UNITED .FREIGHT SALES, 3920 San
Mateo NE. 9·0 Mon.-Fri. Sot. until 6.

6)
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EMPl,OYMENT

PAR~l'-TIME SALES. Long hair ok Call
Stan 268-3966, 11/17
'
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according to the decision: a student
may run for Senate with less than a
2.0 gpa, but only if that person has
earned less than a 2.0 at another
school, or if he has dropped out for a
period of time and then re-enrolled.
For example, if Dimple Smith
dropped out three years ago with less
than a 2.0 gpa, then returned last
year and has since earned a 2.0 or
better, Dimple is eligible for Senate.
As has happened in the past,
Student Court was asked to make a
ruling which never should have been
considered in the first place. Four
students currently running for
Senate have less than a 2.0 and under

Editorial:
Again
Student Court has once again
involved ASUNM in a needless
hassle.
Student Court is empowered to
interpret the ASUNM Constitution.
Last night it attempted to change the
Constitution, which in itself is
unconstitutional. The altercation
arose over three Senate candidates
who do not have the 2.0 grade point
average required to run for office, as
stipulated in the Constitution. Court
ruled it is unconstitutional for
candidates to have to meet the
mandatory requirement, as the 2.0
figure is "arbitrary," and therefore
unfair.
After the court ruled the 2.0
unconstitutional, some bright soul
pointed out to them that it is
unconstitutional to change the
ASUNM Constitution in a fashion
other than by referendum. So court
reversed its own decision, and
instead reinterpreted the definition
of residency. The definition now is,

Letters:
Bye Bye Baum
To the Editor:
The following petition is being
circulated by a group of UNM
students:
"Union Board Director Ron
Baum, who was considered a
welcome change from previous
Union directors, has proven himself
even less responsive to students than
the petty martinets who preceeded
him. Baum has unilaterally decided
that music of his choice (KRST) is
more fitting to be heard than the
music that students themselves
support and pay to hear over KUNM.
"Numerous requests, protests and
complaints in the past several weeks
have been brushed aside by Baum.
We, the undersigned, are tired of
allowing Baum to dictate to the
entire student body what is fit music
for us to hear in our Union. We,
therefore, demand that KUNM, the
Associated Students radio, supported
by student funds, be played for the
enjoyment of the students who pay
to hear it. We further remind Baum
that it is his responsibility to
cooperate with students, not vice
versa."
If further complaints to Baum's
office are ignored, I suggest directing
protests to Vice President Harold
Lavender and UNM President Ferrel
Heady. I also urge all concerned
students (who can make it at the ~
inc on venien t and B aum-decided
time) to attend the Union Board
meeting Friday, at 11 a.m. in Room
231-B.
Bob Steinberg

By JIM PENSIERO
As the average American most
likely knows, the automobile has
greatly influenced, for better or
worse, the ex cell en t life style in
these here United States.
It has with one fell swoop lifted
such deserving and progressive
industrialists as Henry Olds and
Bunkie Knudsen into the thin ozone
of success. They are, as a favorite
veep would say, "household words."
The shiny bison issuing forth from
their contented factories have
mobilized an entire nation and
shaken it's life style from small nosy
villages to the pleasant Levittowns
that dot the realm. With this
changing style, ribbons of steel and
concrete now snake their way with
an octupus-like quality across
previously sylvan lands-to make
way for the quiet cruisers and
mammoth trucks.
Like an age-old fifth column, the
invasion of chromed beauties is
preceded by glittering advertising
campaigns promising a better and
more rewarding life if you're man
enough to step into the aptly named
cockpit of a "rocket action" car and
hold on.
Unfortunately cars, along with
their masters, have a mortality rate
equaled only by hapless pedestrains.
The junked remains of the glory
machines of yesteryear, DeSoto,
Studebaker, Packard, Nash and
Edsel, are rivaled in ugliness only by
the blobs of progress that dot the
beaches of Santa Barbara and the
Gulf of Mexico. As you breath the
foul city air and watch the top heavy
girl attempt to entice you into
believing that you can't get it on
unless you ar,e a member in good
standing of the Dodge Rebellion,
remember these deficits result
directly from the numerous
advantages of automobile ownership.
But perhaps the greatest tragedy
that has befallen the hardworking
generation is the pagan-like worship
that has sprung up to ogle and gape
at each blatant move by the boys in
Detroit.
This cringing worship is

the current rewritten elections code,
they are ineligible for office. Three
of the four decided to challenge the
constitutionality of the 2.0
stipulation before Student Court.
The Election Commission, which had
previously ruled that those with less
than a 2.0 were ineligible, was
powerless to prevent the challenge,
and they did not discourage the
action.
Student Court should have refused
to hear the case on the grounds that
it has only the power to interpret,
not change, the Constitution. This is
not a case of interpretation of the
Contitution, as it was turned mto by

)

Student Court out of their own
incompetence.
At this point it would surprise no
one, least of all probably Student
Court, if the entire election is
invalidated. The three students look
as if they will run. If they are
elected, those with a 2.0 gpa will
probably challenge the election if
they lose.
Perhaps the best answer to the
current problem would be to provide
a iegal advisor to the Student Court,
so in future cases such stupid,
time-wasting problems will not arise
again.
Sarah Laidlaw

'
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Baum 'Caught ih Middle'
Of KUNM Music Dispute

'What Now??'

Union Director Ron Baum said
he's "sort of in the middle" of the
music hassle. Several students are
circulating a petition demanding
that KUNM be played in the
Union, rather than a commercial
station.

Union Director

A letter in yesterday's Lobo
charged Union Director Ron
Baum with "unilateraly" deciding
that "music of his choice {KRST)
is more fitting to be heard than
the music the students themselves
support and pay to hear over
KUNM."
The letter said a circulating
petition demands that KUNM be
played in the Union. The letter
was submitted by student Bob
Steinberg, a Union board member.
Baum said yesterday he has
spoken to "four or five" students
about the music matter, but "I
really don't have any preference
about the music. I'm sort of in the
middle."

Faculty May Have Own Senate
Plan Designed to Streamline Governance Procedures

Across
The Great
Divide

Ruben "Mags" Cragar and fellow
companion in drag, Hurst Shifty. As
we enter, Mags is lying under his
swift Nash trying to figure out the
reason for his cracked muffler and a
rabid case of the blues, in that order.
Up cruises Shift and they begin a
heated discussion into the
importance of a good car and hot
women. Shifty is dressed in an
ridiculously obvious in the older alligator suit and has six "Born to
generation with their passion for Raise Hell" tatoos on various parts
flashy, fleshy monsters with such of his Vic Tanny torso. A
presumptuous names as Continental, conversation of sorts follows:
Imperial and Coupe de Ville. The
Shifty: "Heard you had the blues
drivers of these chrome plated lately, bub. What's wrong, not
leviathans can usually be identified enough grease in the carburator; too
by their rather loathsome habit of much grease? Can't beat a bus off
making unusual tactical manuevers the line? Come on chump, spit it
followed by obscene gestures and out; I'm your old friend. Remember
general bad vibes unless you curtsey. the first time we ran over a nun
But the oldster's passion for together?"
luxury and silence is easily surpassed
Mags: "The good old days are
by certain crazed segments of youth dying. I can't beat cars or even my
who relate the volume and speed of old man anymore. I just don't know
their respective cars as direct what's the problem. I still use
reflections of their warped libidos. Chevron 310, still give myself a 60
This hot - car - gets - the - poontang second workout with Vitalis, still
theory has so infiltrated society that spit at freaks."
.
even the previously respected
Shifty: "I can read you like a stag
V o I k swagen can be seen sporting mag. Your whole problem is that
wide tires and hard faces to improve you lack zip; you need a racy chick
their noise volume and sex appeal, in to while away those idle hours
that order.
between drags and I have just the
Today's amusing anecdote (for one who will do the trick, Madeline
those who have been reading and "Hands" McSleeze."
have yet to find anything amusing)
Mag's: "ts she hot?"
deals with a reputed conversation
Shifty: "Does Hawaii have
overheard between two local studs, volcanoes?"
Mags: "Well, can you fix me up
with this piece?"
Shifty: "Do crows fly in straight
lines? Yeah, all you have to do is get
some rum, get your Captain Jive and
Continentals tape out of hock and
you '11 see that she's got a heart
bigger than thH back seat of a
hearse."
Mags: "I'll look into it, friend.
Thanks again."
With these words of wisdom
Shifty flies into the night like a
proverbial bat out of. hell, leaving
Mags holding a limp bag of french
fries.
Thank god G.M. is still out on
strike.

. I

A proposal for a senate designed
to streamline governance
procedures will be taken up at a
special faculty meeting next
Tuesday. The senate proposal,
originated by the Committee on
All-University Governance, was
handed to the faculty without
recommendation from the Faculty
Policy Committee (FPC).
The FPC yesterday also delayed
final action on a revised statement
on the Rights and Responsibilities
of Graduate and Teaching
Assistants pending opinions from
University lawyers, the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee
(AF&T) and the written
argumentation of the Graduate
Committee.
Principle Discussed
After informal discussion of the
"principle" of a faculty senate
versus a "town-meeting" type of
faculty body, FPC members
decided to pass the senate proposal
to the full faculty without
recommendation.
The proposal asks the faculty to

approve formation of a "truly
representative body of the teaching
faculty'' that would "be
empowered to act on all faculty
business other than certain
specified business to be reserved to
the faculty as a whole."
The proposal includes a
provision for "at least" two
meetings of the general faculty per
year to "discuss any matter of
University concern," and
formation of an ad hoc committee
to set up the exact structure and
procedures of the senate by
February, 1971.
Advantageous
The governance committee
concluded "the advantages of a
faculty Senate strongly outweigh
the disadvantages," and listed
increased efficiency of action,
"improved communication,"
"efficient and productive" use of
committees, responsiveness to
"immediate problems" and more
effective representation as possible
benefits of a senate system.
The senate proposal was drawn

ASUNM Senate Seats
Included on Nov. 18 Ballot
ASUNM students will decide
among ·il candidates running for
10 full one·year terms and two
half-year terms in the Nov. 18
Senate elections.
Students will also vote on five
referendum questions concerning
amendments to the ASUNM
Constitution, and one referendum
polling students' feelings about the
conduct of the Indo·China War.
The first two proposed
amendments to the Constitution
would lowm· the minimum number
of hours a person must have earned
to be eligible for either ASUNM
president or vice president. The
minimum numbm· of credit hours
required would be lowered from 75
to 60 for the president and from ·15
to ao for the vice president.
Referendum question three
proposes to add a non-voting legal
advisor to Student Court. The
advisor would be appointed for a
two·VPar term from the law school
faPt~lty by its dean with the
approval of the ASUNM and GSA
presidents.
If passed, the fourthreferendu.m
would abo !ish Student Affmrs
CommiHee. Activities formerly
under Student Affairs are now
handled by other committees or
persons. The committee voted for
its own abolishment last year.
The fifth proposed amendme11t
would change the Constitution to
concur with a UNM Board of
Regents' decision .that the facu~ty
no longe.r need concur wtth
amendments to the ASUNM

Constitution.
The referendum question on the
war asks students to choose the
option which "best reflects their
attitude" toward the conduct of
the war: the war must end
immediately with troops being
removed as "fast as physically
possible;" the Nixon
administration is following the
only "realistic course to end the
war;" the United States should
"pursue a course toward military
victory;" or no opinion. After
cel'tification of the results of this
issue, the figures will be sent to
President Nixon with a letter of
explanation.
The 41 candidates who are
running for the 12 Senate positions
are: Juan Abeyta, Louis Baca,
Ralph Baca, S. John Boudreaux,
Jerry Buckner, Bernadette Chavez,
Dan Cimino, Regis Clauschee and
Susan Dick.
Thomas Drummond, Sheldon
Duderstadt, Don Fersh, Estlando
Gomez, Lance Gm·don, Sylvia
Gonzales, Ray Hamilton, Patrick
Henry, Daniel Hines, John
Lieu wen and Joseph Little.
Richard Michaels, Michael
Montoya, Paula Morris, Edwin
Mosley, ,Jack O'Guinn, Gm·rence
Joseph Palmer, Bob Petranovich,
And rienne Pittman, Pamela
Powell, and Sandra Lee Ramsey.
Charles Richardson, Jo Ann
Sanchez, Bill Snell, Aaron Sobel,
Ross Sutter, Brian Tafoya, Alfredo
Vigil, Ken White, Mike Woelk and
Ed Zamora.

up primarily in response to charges
made last year by the North
Central Accrediting Assn. of a lack
of "effectiveness of the
organization of the
decision-making process" at UNM.
The faculty constitution now
requires the faculty meet
monthly, a quorum consisting of
25 members. Business is approved
by a simple majority. There are
over 500 voting faculty members.
Suggested mechanics of the
Senate proposal drawn up by the
governance committee include a
size of ''somewhere between 75
and 100 members" that would
"accommodate proportionate
representation of the various
colleges" and members·at·large,
prohibition of closed meetings,
and possible attendance
requirements to "minimize
absentee ism."
'Pure Democracy'
However the report cites the
"pure democracy of the general
faculty meeting" as providing a
"forum for vocal faculty members
to air their views," "a sense of
community," and a means to
"relieve frustration" as well as
enabling faculty to watch the
development of "new leadership
from within faculty ranks."
Before rewording or passing
recommendations on the
statement, the FPC will consider
the possible legal and financial
effects the change in status would
have on GTA's. The committee is
also waiting for an analysis of the
rights statement from the AF&T,
the board proposed to hear GTA
grievances concerning academic
freedom. At present there is no
defined procedure to handle GTA
grievances.

Although the decision about students in giving them rooms
which music should be played in . over a town group."
the Union "probably should be
In a situation such as last
made by Union Board," the spring's strike, when the Union
governing body, Baum said he building was cleared of students
only "conferred with a couple of with help from state police and
the board members prior to
National Guardsmen. Baum said
switching" from KUNM to KRST.
he didn't know what l1e would
Baum said the change was made do-allow students to stay in the
because the other station provides Union, or have it cleared. "I
better background music than would wait and see," he said.
KUNM. He said he could defend
Another incident which created
the change in no other way than
some hard feelings was Baum's
that some students had refusal to allow ASUNM to post
complained about their inability
announcements on its glass door,
to study while listening to KUNM. as
there was no bulletin board.
Some 200 signatures have been
Baum said he could understand
collected on the petitions
AS
UNM 's position in posting
protesting the playing of KRST,
announcements
on the door, since
and several other copies of the
the
office
is
closed
at noon and
petition are still circulating, said
after
business
hours,
but since he
Matt Walsh, news director of
took
the
signs
off
the
door, he has
KUNM late yesterday.
provided bulletin boards. Sign
Circulation of the petition, posting areas are also available in
which asserts Baum "brushed the cafeteria, he said.
aside" requests that KUNM be
The Union director said in
played in the Union, began
some
case.~ rules may be bent
Tuesday after KUNM broadcast
rather than strictly adhered to,
an editorial on the radio station
but such a decision must be made
change.
with
consideration toward
But if certain areas were cut
everyone who sues the Union,
off, or if music was patched into
In keeping with his idea that
only recreation areas, someone
the
Union must be responsive to
would complain, said Baum.
the
entire community, Baum
"You're damned if you do, and
would
like the Union to become a
damned if you don't."
gathering
place. "I'd like to see a
Baum said "some action" will
probably be taken by Union fire in the fireplace, and free hot
Board at its Friday meeting, but cider or chocolate. I'd like to see
he has not officially put the singing and poetry readings
matter on the agenda. He expects around the fireplace."
In order to institute new Union
the petitioners to raise the issue
programs
and make repairs, Baum
from the gallery.
would
like
an additional union fee
Another complaint voiced in
added
to
present
student fees. The
Steinberg's letter was Baum "has
money,
he
said,
would
relieve the
proven himself even less
bool1store
of
its
role
as
the main
responsive to students" than his
money·maker,
and
would
enable
predecessors. Baum said the
the
Union
to
buy
more
statement was difficult to answer, equipment.
but "my door is always open for
Baum said there is a dress code
problems and complaints. I know
for
the building, which states the
I don't have all the answers."
minimum dress is shoes, pants and
When asked if he would side a shirt. However, said Baum, the
with students in a situation where
code has not been strictly
the administration could put enforced
recently. Bare feet have
pressure on him to take what not caused problems with the
could be an anti-student position, health department, which gives
Baum said, "The purpose of a the Union an "A" rating, but dogs
college union is to serve the entire in the Union have caused
commu1;1ity. My first priority is to criticism.

Senatorial
Statements
Senate candidates wishing to run
a platform statement in The Lobo
must have their statement turned
in to The Lobo office, journalism
building, room 158 by 1 p.m.
Sunday,
Statements may not be any
longer than 200 words and The
Lobo reserves the right to edit the
length of !.he statements. They may
be turned in from 2 to 10 p.m.
Thursday, 3 to 5 p.m. ·Friday, or
noon to 1 p.m. Sunday. Statements
will not be accepted after 1 p.m.
Sunday.
All statements will be pl'int~d on
Tuesday, Nov. 17.
Candidates who wish to be
considered for The Lobo's
endorsement will be asked to
answer a series of five questions at
the time they turn in their platform
statement.
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News Director

KUNM News Director Matt
Walsh said some 200 signatures
have been gathered on the
petition demanding that KUNM
be placed in the Union. The
petition says Baum "brushed
aside" requests for the change to
KUNM.

